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What is DevOps Professional - Enable and Scale (DASA)
Did you follow the DevOps Professional - Enable and Scale (DASA) training program and are you especially
interested in the four skills areas Courage, Teambuilding, DevOps Leadership and Continuous Improvement?
Then sign up for this training!
We not only deal with the theory of the four skill areas, but also make them come alive with various
assignments. In addition to the four skill areas, this training also includes a module about the important
DevOps principle Value - Customer-centric action. This training is not about technical aspects of DevOps, but
about human and cultural aspects!
This training includes the official DevOps Professional - Enable and Scale (DASA) exam. This exam will be
done at your chosen place and time after the training. You will be invigilated by computer. To successfully
complete this exam, you must have the DASA DevOps Fundamentals certificate. The cost for the exam are
included in the price of the training.

Who should attend DevOps Professional - Enable and Scale (DASA)
The training is intended for anyone involved in IT development, IT management or IT service management,
has a DevOps Fundamentals certificate and wishes to further certify in the "human and organizational
aspects" of DevOps.
This includes:

DevOps engineers
Product owners
Integration specialists
Operations managers
Incident and change managers



System Administrators
Network administrators
Business managers
Automation architects
Enterprise architects

For all details regarding DASA certification, read this syllabus.

Prerequisites

We expect the participants in this training to hold a DASA DevOps Fundamentals certificate.

Objectives

Clarify the importance of DevOps culture and the aspects that can influence it.
Clarify why courage, team building, leadership and continuous improvement are needed in a DevOps
environment.
Clarify why courage is essential to enable trust, honesty and experimentation.
Identify and evaluate different types of behavior in a DevOps environment.
Recognize the signals that indicate obstacles and / or team dysfunctions.
Describe how you can form good DevOps teams and assess their maturity.
Make a list of the effects of happiness and motivation on team performance.
Identify how leaders encourage feedback and transparency.
Discuss the factors that leaders can influence to build trust.
Clarify how and why leaders promote a "Safe to fail" environment.
Analyze value streams to improve throughput and flow.
Improve the tools for continuous improvement: structured problem-solving workshops, story map sessions
and retrospectives.
Exam Information

Exam duration (minutes): 60 min
% extra time for non-native speakers: 25%
Number of exam questions: 12
Minimum to pass out of total questions: 8
Exam style: Multiple choice
Open Book: No



If a third-party copyright applies to this course, you will find the copyright on
https://academy.capgemini.nl/en/topic/trademarks/

Capgemini Academy’s general terms and conditions are applied to all products and services
mentioned within this document. For the latest version please check
https://academy.capgemini.com/. The rates of products and services mentioned in this document
are subject to change. For the most recent rates, please also visit our website.

About Capgemini Academy

Capgemini Academy’s professionals offer what people in IT need. Our professionals have a keen
eye for motivation, talent and are aware of specific contexts and circumstances. They move people
to move. Programmes and courses that originate from daily experience of our both didactical and
substantively strong trainers, light a fire within the individual IT professionals.
Real life stories of our professionals’ experience that tell how to solve problems and work with the
people around it, do the rest.

An organization, like ours, helps people and their organizations day by day to get the best out of
themselves and each other. We prepare them to defy tomorrow’s challenges. We stimulate learning
and curiosity. In order for individual IT professionals and their employers, to build better, longer and
more intensive relationships. For mutual benefit.

Capgemini Academy. We transform IT professionals
academy.capgemini.nl
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